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This is the best marble game ever created!. Similar to the Zuma series or Luxor, you shoot colored balls at a slowly moving ball-
snake (my termonology) that is trying to get to a hole in the ground. If the ball-snake reaches the hole, you lose the level. After a
few levels you get some power ups that randomly appear after making matches. Every 4 or 5 levels you get a key that lets you
unlock more power ups. You can choose which power ups you want to unlock. It's always nice to have control over what special
powers you have so you can play in your style. The levels get tougher as the game progresses: 2 ball-snakes at once, zig-zag
paths that make it difficult to shoot balls where you want them, tunnels where you can't get at part of the ball-snake while it goes
through, etc. Power ups include: Slow - always useful! Backwards - the ball-snake creeps backwards for a few seconds Shooter
(I forget what it's called) - you shoot a fire dart, first only one but later you can upgrade to 3. Blast - creates a big blast that takes
out all balls in the area of the blast, small at first but can be upgraded Orb of Decay - This is a good one, though it sounds like it
would slowly decay them it actually does it instantly. A trail of black smoke destroys orbs in a certain area when you use this
one. And more that I have not unlocked yet. The main gameplay area is shown as a map that you progress across (I can't
remember if there was some kind of story). There is also a Challenge area where you try to play levels as long as you can. Those
unlock as you go along in the main map gameplay. I'm not sure if there are leaderboards or if you are just playing for your own
record. There are Achievements. There are Trading Cards. There are 3 Difficulty settings including "Nightmare" for those who
want a challenge! Graphics aren't the greatest (looks like a phone game) and the music is probably that free stuff but I just want
to play, I don't care how things look and sound. There is one music track I like that is fun and quirky. I assume it randomly picks
a track. It's a great game for short bursts of play. ((For the record, I bought this on Steam with my own money.). After long day
it's nice to play with balls and relax :). I have really really tried to like this game, but ultimately find it so frustrating that I give
up. I loved Sparkle 2 -- the previous game. So the pros: great graphics and when they work great mechanics. Cons: the ball you
are shooting changes color between strings and if you don't waste the time to double check your colors your shots get messed up.
Additionally, when the line is close to the lower edge and you want to shoot the ball -- too bad. It will just sit there until you
move to a location where the ball and shooter are separated enough and then it will allow you to launch. These seem to be pretty
big bugs to me for an otherwise slick game. Frankly, I'd get Sparkle 2 again but you can skip over this one as just a major
frustration.. You get pretty much exactly what you see here on the store page and you should know before you buy this game if
you're into this sort of category of games or not. I am usually but this game got a bit dull after 1 and a half hours of playing.
Mostly due to nothing new happening. Most of these games have some sort of new aspect every now and then, a new thing that
gets added to the game-play every 5-10 levels. This game offers literally the same game-play throughout the entire game except
for the power-ups that you unlock, and you quickly get all of them and they do not really add anything unique to the game. It's
the same sorta power-ups you see in every game like this. The art is extremely boring and dull to look at. There are a lot of other
match-3 type games out there that are better than this one, and I just can't recommend this due to it being very dull and boring
after an hour and 30 minutes of playing. EDIT: I do have to say though, the voice actor that tells the so-called story is amazing. I
felt a little bad not giving him credit in my review, he deserves it.. Worth buying when it's on sale. This is the best marble game
ever created!. Well, it's a jewel match game. And it is competently done: smooth aiming and shooting, interesting power-ups
that you can choose to unlock by gaining keys, and the difficulty curve is balanced . but it seems a bit off. The shooting process
is sluggish, and the speed with which the balls move is way too slow to get into a good rhythm. It is ok as a time-waster, but
there isn't anything here that compels you to go forward except your own sense of how much time you'd like to waste. For a
budget price it is a budget game.. Sparkle Unleashed is another entry in the classically styled match 3 bubble pop series, but it
doesn't quite hit the mark as well as others have. Still, it has a fair amount of hours of fun to be had if you can get it cheaply.
The game has a solid difficulty curve, never spiking out of nowhere on you. There's a loose campaign story, but it really just
takes you from area to area, popping bubbles. This is the kind of genre where people already know what they're looking for. So,
what would make Sparkle Unleashed stand-out amongst the crowd? Not much, honestly. There are plenty of levels and
achievements to be had, but they can be quite the grind. There are a good number of unlockable power ups, but after 2 or 3
hours, you'll have unlocked most, if not all, of them. From that point, it's just increasingly difficult levels with repeating
backgrounds until the end of the game. There aren't too many other game modes to experience, either. There are time
challenges and an endless survival mode. Basically, you'll work through the campaign until you don't feel like progressing
anymore. I wouldn't pay full price for it, but if it goes on a deep sale, or you find it in a bundle, it's worth playing for a few
hours. Again, I find myself wishing there were a neutral option for Steam.. An excellent game, spoilt by the fact that the last
stage is impossible.
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Check out the new Undead Horde trailer here:. Tesla vs Lovecraft DLC "For Science!" Revealed : We've just revealed the Tesla
vs Lovecraft DLC "For Science!".. Undead Horde Holiday Special - Get your Undead Xmas Now! : Happy holidays! Our gift to
you is a special custom made Undead Horde demo - the Holiday Special. The little elves at 10tons have been hard at work for
the whole week preparing this gift. Please note that this version is a demo so it covers only some parts of the actual main game.
In this demo an elf accidentally unleashes the ancient evil. You then get to invade Xmasland and create an undead army of elves.
But there's an adversary - St. Nick! Can you defeat him? Undead Horde Holiday Special is available on itch.io for free: The
main game can be wishlisted here:. Undead Horde Steam Early Access Launch Date Revealed : Finally! We have a launch date
for Undead Horde Early Access. It is March 6th ! We're roughly 3 months behind our initial estimated schedule which isn't too
bad considering this is a brand new game. Lately we've been talking of launch during February, but it became quite crowded so
we opted to delay just a bit more.. Magnificent Match-3s Bundle now available! : We have teamed up with a couple of awesome
indie developers to release a crazy good Steam bundle, Magnificent Match-3s Bundle! The bundle includes the marble shooter
Sparkle 2 from us, the superb match-3/runner/RPG mashup You Must Build A Boat by EightyEightGames and the thoroughly
pleasant,classic match-3 Spooky Bonus by Grey Alien Games. What's more, there's a permanent -25% discount on the bundle!
You also only pay for the games you don't own when purchasing the bundle.. Azkend 2: The World Beneath released! : The
wonderfully polished match 3 and adventure mashup Azkend 2: The World Beneath is now available on Steam! Please check it
out, you might like it:
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